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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce Tweedr, a Twitter-mining tool that extracts actionable information for disaster relief
workers during natural disasters. The Tweedr pipeline consists of three main parts: classification, clustering and
extraction. In the classification phase, we use a variety of classification methods (sLDA, SVM, and logistic
regression) to identify tweets reporting damage or casualties. In the clustering phase, we use filters to merge
tweets that are similar to one another; and finally, in the extraction phase, we extract tokens and phrases that
report specific information about different classes of infrastructure damage, damage types, and casualties. We
empirically validate our approach with tweets collected from 12 different crises in the United States since 2006.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Twitter has become a major channel for communication during natural disasters. Twitter users
have shared news, photos and observations from the midst of hurricanes, blizzards, earthquakes and other
emergencies (Cheong and Cheong, 2011; Kumar, Babier, Abbasi, and Liu, 2011; Mandel, Culotta, Boulahanis,
Stark, Lewis, Rodrigue, 2012; Meier, Castillo, Imran, Elbassuoni, and Diaz, 2013). First responders can use
these streams of data generated by social media to find out where the disasters are happening and what
specifically has been affected as a result of it. As with most social media conversations, informative signals are
often overwhelmed by irrelevant and redundant noise. First responders struggle to glean actionable knowledge
from the large volume of tweets and status updates. In order to effectively extract information relevant to
disaster relief workers, we propose Tweedr: Twitter for Disaster Response1. The goal of this tool is to extract
information relevant for first responders from tweets generated during disasters in real time as well as enable
analysis after the disaster has occurred. The Tweedr pipeline consists of three main parts: classification,
clustering and extraction. In the classification phase, we use a variety of classification methods (sLDA, SVM,
and logistic regression) to classify whether a tweet reports disaster damage or casualty information. In the
clustering phase, we use filters to merge tweets that are similar to one another; and finally in the extraction
phase, we extract tokens and phrases that report specific information about different classes of infrastructure
damage, damage types, and casualties. Using these three phases, the Tweedr pipeline is able to extract
actionable information from a stream of tweets during disasters.
RELATED WORK

There has been growing interest in using social media for situational awareness during disasters (Cheong and
Cheong, 2011; Kumar, Babier, Abbasi, and Liu, 2011; Mandel, Culotta, Boulahanis, Stark, Lewis, Rodrigue,
2012; Meier, Castillo, Imran, Elbassuoni, and Diaz, 2013). Cheong et al. use social network measures such as
betweenness and global centrality to identify important clusters and individuals during the 2010-2011
Queensland floods in Australia (Cheong and Cheong, 2011). Kumar et al. analyze the geo-location and specific
keywords in a tweet to help first responders gain situational awareness during disasters (Kumar, Babier, Abbasi,
and Liu, 2011). Furthermore, Mandel et al. use machine learning classification methods to examine tweets
1

http://tweedr.dssg.io
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during Hurricane Irene and conclude that the number of Twitter messages correlate with the peaks during the
hurricane and that the degree of concern in Twitter messages is dependent on location (Mandel, Culotta,
Boulahanis, Stark, Lewis, Rodrigue, 2012). This information can help disaster responders identify where the
most help is required during hurricanes. Meier et al. extract “nuggets” of information from disaster (Meier,
Castillo, Imran, Elbassuoni, and Diaz, 2013). They utilize machine learning to tools and classify tweets as
disaster tweets and specifically extract “caution and advice” tweets, casualty and damage nuggets, donation and
offer nuggets, and information source nuggets. Imran et al. use a conditional random field (CRF) to extract
damage and casualty information from tweets. The ontology listed in Table 1 builds upon the ontology in the
work of Imran et al. (Imran, Elbassuoni, Castillo, Diaz, and Meier, 2013). Our expanded ontology draws from
common name of infrastructures in the areas affected by the natural disasters and damage types incurred during
natural disasters. Furthermore, we have incorporated the extraction in a pipeline through an application
programming interface available at https://github.com/dssg/tweedr. We have added additional features to the
extraction phase as well.
While the aforementioned research addresses the information need and situational awareness during natural
disasters, current literature lacks a cohesive pipeline that takes into consideration all of the facets of data
extraction. In this work, we introduce a cohesive pipeline that extracts relevant information for disaster relief
workers through a pipeline, which consists of: classification, extraction, and clustering.

Table 2: Number of tweets collected by event. We query for tweets both by keyword (kw) and geographical bounding box (geo)

DATA

We identified 12 crisis events that occurred in North America since the founding of Twitter in 2006. We then
constructed queries to collect relevant tweets from Gnip, a social media aggregator. We constructed two types of
queries: (1) keyword (kw) queries contain search terms and hashtags determined to be relevant based on a posthoc analysis; (2) geographical queries (geo) consist of a bounding box of coordinates around the epicenter of the
event. In future work, we aim to develop a more robust method of determining the size of geographical
bounding box around the epicenter of the event. Table 2 lists the number of tweets collected for each event. We
can see considerable variation in the number of messages for each crisis. This is in part explained by the
popularity of Twitter overall, the number of people affected, and by Twitter usage in the affected area.
Additionally, more recent events return more matches for the geographical queries – this follows from the
increased usage of geolocation services on Twitter.
Data Annotation

To train and evaluate our automated methods, we must first collect human-annotated examples. We consider
two tasks for annotation:
1.

Classification: Does the tweet mention either specific infrastructure damage or human casualty? We
treat this as a binary classification task. Positive examples include “10 injured in plant explosion” and
“The windows are smashed at the Whole Foods on 1st”; however, “Hurricane Irene causes massive
damage” would be a negative example, since it does not include specific, actionable damage
information.
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Extraction: For positive examples of the above, identify the tokens in the tweet corresponding to
specific types of infrastructure damage or counts of the number of dead or injured. For example, in the
tweet “Flooding bad up and down sides of Green River Rd,” the token “Flooding” should be annotated
as a damage type, and the tokens “Green River Rd” should be labeled as a road. The full ontology is
listed in Table 1.

Since not all data can be labeled manually, we sample a small subset. Half of the tweets are selected uniformly
at random from each event; the remaining half are sampled from tweets matching a set of keywords heuristically
determined to be relevant to our task.2 We do this to mitigate the class imbalance problem (i.e., most tweets are
not relevant to infrastructure damage or casualties). We sampled 1,049 of the resulting tweets, of which 793
were labeled as positive examples. We then annotate the extraction labels for each positive example.
EXPERIMENTS
Classification

We compare a number of standard classification algorithms, including K-nearest neighbors, decision trees, naive
Bayes, and logistic regression, as implemented in the scikit-learn Python library.3 We represent each document
with a standard unigram feature vector. We also compare with supervised latent Dirichlet allocation, for which
we create a Python wrapper of the R LDA package4 (Blei and McAuliffe, 2010). In each of our classifications,
logistic regression appears to be the most reliable across several accuracy measures. Our results can be seen in
Table 3.

Table 3: Damage/casualty classification results (with standard deviations) using 10-fold crossvalidation. Pr: precision, Re: recall, Acc: accuracy, AUC: area under the ROC curve.

Extraction and Clustering

For extraction, we use conditional random fields (CRF) (Sutton and McCallum, 2012), as implemented by the
CRFsuite toolkit (Okazaki, 2007).5 We consider several different types of features for our CRF. For each token
in a tweet, we inspect capitalization, pluralization, whether it is numeric or includes a number, whether it is part
of a determined lexicon of transportation types or building types, WordNet hypernyms, ngrams, and part of
speech tags. To obtain precision, recall, and F1-score values, we split the data using two methods. In Table 1,
we use 10-fold cross validation. Additionally, we split the data by disaster, training on the labeled data from our
top five disasters and testing on the sixth. The disasters we trained on this second method include: Joplin, Irene,
Samoa, Christchurch, Tornado2011b, and Oklahoma. By splitting the training and testing data between distinct
disasters, we can test the accuracy of our classifier on unseen disasters, and even unseen disaster types. In Table
4, we show the overall average performance of the CRF on an unseen disaster.
As seen in Table 1, our entity extraction classifier performs well (obtains an F1-score above 0.5) on predicting
missing persons, religious institutions, electricity loss, hospital and health infrastructures, death/casualties, and
wind/projectile damage. However, it does not predict fires and homes/residential infrastructures as accurately as
2

The keywords are: bridge, intersection, car, bus, truck, vehicle, evacuation, evacuate, fire, police, institution,
wind, impact, injured, damage, road, airplane, hospital, school, home, building, flood, collapse, death, casualty,
missing.

3

http://scikit-learn.org

4

http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lda/

5

http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
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the aforementioned labels. Furthermore, due to the nature of content in tweets, there is insufficient labeled data
for certain labels and thus precision, recall and F1-scores could not be obtained. We also evaluated our CRF
across disasters to evaluate how it performed on disasters it had not seen yet. The results were promising for
some disasters, yielding high F1-scores for four of the six disasters evaluated; however, more labeled data is
needed to estimate generalization accuracy. The results are reflected in Table 3. Additionally, the confusion
matrix in Figure 1 shows some misclassification between wind damage and death/casualties – both types of
messages often contain numerical tokens (e.g., “100s people wounded” versus “100s of downed trees”).
For clustering, we consider two different methods of approximate string matching: Bloom filters and SimHash
(Bloom, 1970; Charikar, 2002). In future work, we plan on doing quantitative comparison between these two
methods.

Table 4: Extraction F-score, Precision, and Recall
obtained by training on 5 disasters and testing on the
sixth. These metrics assess the ability of the algorithm
to general to new disasters.

CONCLUSION

Our aim was to extract meaningful information from tweets during natural disasters. We can use machine
learning tools to extract valuable information from noisy social media data. Our results are promising in that
they demonstrate that it is possible to extract nuggets of information from heterogeneous Twitter data using a
relatively small set of labeled data. We have outlined initial experiments using Tweedr to extract relevant
information from tweets during a disaster. Additional experiments are needed to understand the behavior of
these methods in real-world, dynamic environments. Using a combination of classification techniques,
conditional random fields for extraction, and clustering, we were able to extract informative and potentially
actionable information from tweets produced during natural disasters. In future work, given the low frequency
of relevant tweets, methods designed for high class imbalance may be useful here (Lin and Chen, 2012).
Furthermore, while our pipeline performs well for the labels in Figure 1, our future work will focus on tweets
that are within the domain of labels that did not appear in the set of tweets examined in this work. There is also
room for the exploration of conflicting labels (i.e. missing persons or death/casualties) and determining which
label is more accurate for a given tweet given the features of the document.

Figure 1: Confusion Matrix of predicted labels using 10-folds cross validation.
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